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Abstract
In this writeup, I describe the process and results of redesigning the Honors newsletter
and creating a production system to guide its staff in efficient and consistent
publications. My redesign included researching what other publications are doing;
choosing fonts, colors, and a layout scheme; and creating templates and style guides.
The production system includes an ideal schedule, staff member job descriptions, and
a flowchart of how the system should work. I also created and included a writing style
guide, which (along with the design style guide) is meant to be updated as needed.
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Introduction
Several students, myself included, started the
Honors Newsletter in the spring of 2006. We published one issue that semester, three pages under
the catchy name “Witty title here,” and it took us the
better part of that semester just to organize that one
issue.
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Witty title here
Western Kentucky University Honors

Spring 2006

Takin’ it outside in the Smoky Mtns.
By Mannie Webb
When it comes to campfires,
hiking, smores, and spending
time in the great outdoors,
you’ve been there and done
that, right? But have you ever
joined other Honors students on
the trail or around a campfire
making smores? Sound like
something you’d like to do?
The Honors hiking trip was a
great way to meet and get to
know other Honors students
like yourself and a few great
members of Western’s faculty.
Honors trips are also a great
way to get to know Honors
director Dr. Cobane.
The group arrived Friday
afternoon at Tremont in the
heart of the Smoky Mountains
to a family-style dinner shared
with the Tremont staff. After
dinner everybody gathered
around a roaring fire to listen to
the park director tell captivating
stories and sing amazing songs

about the Smoky Mountains.
After the fire died down and
treats were served, the group
settled down to rest up for a full
day of hiking fun.
After breakfast on Saturday,
students and staff were offered
a variety of choices for the
day. Several students enjoyed
the full-day seven-mile hike
into the woods to help clean
up a campsite. Others chose
to enjoy either a morning
hike or a salamander study in
one of the small streams. The
salamander group spent several
hours splashing around in a
small stream and capturing and
learning about the diversity of
salamanders in the Smokies.
Choices for the evening
included a evening hike and
stream ecology. Even those
who weren’t science majors
enjoyed walking through small
streams and rivers, learning
about the different creatures

Photo by Kat Wilson
Anderson County freshman Emily Chrissman goes eye-toeye with a dusky salamander in a creek near Tremont.

There was a lot of energy and interest from the
students on the staﬀ to produce a solid newsletGrillin’ and chillin’ with honors students
ter, but few staﬀ members had any experience with
journalism, and none other than myself had any
experience with layout and design or with running a
publication. Since I am a Journalism major with an
emphasis in design and experience as an editor at
the College Heights Herald, for my Capstone ExpeOur first issue, May 2006
rience/Thesis I chose to set up the infrastructure
needed to run the publication as eﬃciently as possible and the templates and style guides
needed to make the publication’s presentation inviting, professional, and consistent.
that lived in the water. After
spending some time in the
larger stream, students and staff
found themselves swimming
and splashing around in some
of the clearest water. Students
and staff ended the night with

a final campfire and several
rounds of smore making. The
last day was wrapped up in
the friendship circle sharing
their favorite parts of the trip.
Everybody had a great time,
and “that ain’t all.”

warm afternoon sun and good
conversation with friends.
The event began with the delivery of a massive trailer-style
grill. It seemed large enough to
cook for an army, but its capacity was soon challenged by the
throngs of eager eaters waiting
for their sandwiches.
The burgers that came off
that grill had a special quality
and excellent taste which can
only be explained by the fact
that Professor Schaffer, a faculty leader of the Poland and Israel trip, was grilling the burgers. There was also the unsung
work of Dr. Cobane, the second
faculty leader of the trip, who

made sure that the fundraiser
was continually stocked with
food and energy. The efforts of
the student workers must also
be considered as part of the
reason for the success of the
BBQ.
Many came and enjoyed the
great food and good hospitality of the honors program; this
helped to make the fundraiser a
resounding triumph for the students going on the Poland and
Israel trip. The students would
like to thank both Dr. Schaffer and Dr. Cobane and all the
other honors students and faculty who came out in support of
their fundraising efforts.

Newsletter staff:

Dr. Angela Jones – advisor
Kat Wilson – co-editor
Ria Wallace – co-editor
Dana Adams
Christina Billings
Renee Davidson
Bobby Deignan
Reagan Gilley
Tedde Harden
Sam Micallef
Jeni Nethers
Mannie Webb
Questions? Comments?
Want to join the staff?
Thought of a witty title?
Email one of the editors:
kathryn.wilson@wku.edu
maria.wallace@wku.edu

By Tedde Harden

The students involved with
the honors-sponsored trip to
Poland and Israel held a BBQ
fundraiser on the honors building’s front lawn on Monday,
April 17. The event garnered
attention from both students
and faculty; many lined the
sidewalk to get their share of
the food.
Real burgers and veggie
burgers alike were sold to the
hungry masses, along with
chips, cold drinks and even delectable desserts. For six dollars
people got a full lunch and a
place to sit down and enjoy the

My specific objectives
- Create a workable system for organizing all the processes involved in publication
- Create speciﬁc job descriptions for newsletter editors and staﬀ members
- Design a visual identity for the newsletter and create a layout template to reﬂect it
- Create style guides for writers and designers
- Coach writers, photographers, and designers as needed to help them learn to write,
shoot, and design for publication
My ultimate goal
To make the publication look, read, and function like a professional-quality publication, and to make sure that it would be self-suﬃcient and able to maintain that quality
throughout the high rate of staﬀ turnover inherent in a student publication.
My timeline
I began the brainstorming process for the visual identity component while I was studying
abroad during the spring of 2007, and I worked on the coaching component throughout the entire life of the newsletter. Coaching designers, in particular, was accomplished
through tutorials and feedback over the course of many issues, and speciﬁcally at the end
of both fall 2006 and fall 2007. The majority of the other objectives were accomplished
during the summer and fall of 2007.
My primary resources
As a journalism major, I have studied – through classes at Western and internships at
several professional newspapers – the processes of most areas of a publication: reporting, writing, photography, photo editing, copy editing, and page layout. I used this
knowledge, along with the stash of journalism books I have accumulated over the years,
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to coach staﬀ members and create the job descriptions. I also talked extensively during the summer of 2007 with my design editor at the Birmingham News, Rick Frennea,
about creating visual identity and designing in a newsletter format, speciﬁcally. He was
a particularly good source because he had overseen a redesign at several newsletters
he helps design, and he was in the process of overseeing a redesign at the Birmingham
News. Other design ideas came from simply looking at lots of other publications, primarily newsletters and magazines, and deciding what worked well and what I thought would
be appropriate for an Honors Newsletter. I also got some inspiration and direction from
a Society for News Design conference I attended during fall 2007.
A major resource, however, was the newsletter and its staﬀ members. A good deal of
trial and error went into the system for publishing, in particular, and I reﬁned it over the
course of the three issues published in the fall of 2007. I got speciﬁc feedback and suggestions from staﬀ members, and I also got important feedback from the problems we
ran into and the length of time it took to get a given issue to publication.
And ﬁnally, I created and performed an online survey of members of the Honors email
list. The survey asked about the name of the publication, which sections people wanted
to see, and what would make them more or less likely to read the newsletter.
My challenges
The biggest challenge was time. Since I started relatively late and studied abroad in the
middle of everything, I only had three issues during fall 2007 to try all my ideas, ﬁgure
out what worked and what did not, and implement new changes. Another big challenge
was taking what I had learned at publications with professionally-trained journalists, big
budgets, and lots of time, and ﬁnding a way to translate that into something for people
who did not have a journalism background, did not want a huge commitment and did
not have a lot of time to spend on the publication. The problem I faced because of that
diﬀerence was making things easy and straightforward enough for casual participants,
but structured and detailed enough that production would not drag on for too long.
My bragging rights
I have been told I should mention that the newsletter won ﬁrst place in the National Collegiate Honors Council’s student-run newsletter contest for issues produced during the
2006-2007 school year.

The redesign
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When we ﬁrst published the newsletter, the design was simple and very much like a
newspaper on a small scale. Photos were small, stories began on the ﬁrst page, and the
ﬂag (the part with the name of the publication, date, issue number, etc) was boring but
serviceable. It was not a bad newsletter, especially for a ﬁrst issue. However, it did not
say anything interesting about the Honors College (the Honors Program, at that time), it
had no discernable relationship to the Honors College, and it was not distinct or visually “grabby,” as designers say. It was not likely to grab your attention or be particularly
memorable if it did.
In talking with Rick Frennea about redesigns, he explained that one of the ﬁrst steps is to
decide what it is the design is trying to say. That is, the design should reﬂect the personality/mission of the entity publishing it, so in order to create a design you need a mission.
Therefore, I emailed Dr. Craig T. Cobane and other members of the Honors Development Board to see what they wanted the newsletter to say about the program they are in
charge of shaping, and what they felt the purpose of the newsletter should be. The only
response I got was from Dr. Cobane, but his answers were consistent with what I expected and what I personally thought about the newsletter. Below are the questions I asked
and Dr. Cobane’s responses.
1. Who is the newsletter aimed at? Just students, or also prospective students, faculty, alumni, or someone else?
Primarily current WKU Honors College students, but we will be sending it
out to prospects, alums and WKU faculty/staﬀ. It should be written by HC
students, for HC students.
2. What sort of personality should it have? Serious, goofy, professional,
fun, conservative, liberal, etc...
The personality should mirror the culture of the HC students. I would say
topics serious, but writing informal and irreverent. It should be fun, risk
taking, but appropriate.
3. What is the purpose of the newsletter? Inform, entertain, create a community, something else?
Inform and create community are tied for #1. Many students do not know
all the cool stuﬀ that is taking place in the HC (with more cool stuﬀ this
year). It should also be a way for students to know about upcoming stuﬀ in
advance. Hear about what other students are doing and sound oﬀ on issues
(in the HC, WKU or country) they want to comment upon.
Dr. Cobane also mentioned that he wanted the publication to become a paper newsletter,
not just an online presence, and to steer clear of being a “propaganda rag for the Honors
Program” (as I had jokingly called it once) to be “truly a student-driven newsletter.” In
talking with him in person about the newsletter, I had gotten the feeling that a newsletter
with a magazine feel would not be inappropriate, so I included magazines in the source
material that I looked at.

The redesign, continued
Once I had an idea of the personality the newsletter should have, I looked around to see what other
newsletters and magazines were doing. Dr. Cobane
directed me toward a few of these publications, and
the rest I found online. I looked at Oregon State
University Honors College’s The Chronicle; Auburn
University Honors College’s The Eagle; Coppin
State University Honors College’s With honors; two
newsletters Frennea designs for his church and his
presbytery; newsmagazines including Time and
Newsweek, and a number of other magazines ranging from Tennessee Cattle Business to Discover and
Seed. I looked primarily for how they organized lots
of information in a clean and attractive way, how
they kept various sections consistent but diﬀerentiated, and how they treated photos.
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I also wanted to space things out a little, and organize stories according to the sections I thought we
needed (more about that later), so I made section
headers. I wanted them to be attractive and not
compete with the headlines, but also not be so large
or so obtrusive as to distract from page content. I
used colors and gradients to make them interesting, but kept them small and used a diﬀerent font to

Chronicle

Free

Winter 2006

Volume XI, Issue 1

The Chronicle, Oregon State
Honors Eagle

Spring 2007

After looking at other publications and taking some
notes, I started sketching out various ideas. I knew I
wanted to change the column width to make it wider – more magazine-ish and more reader-friendly
– so I wanted to go from a four-column standard
to a three-column one, with the option to go down
to two columns at times. I also knew I wanted to
incorporate color, but that I wanted to use standard
colors to keep the publication consistent. At ﬁrst I
mocked up some layouts using red, black, and grey
(to go along with the university’s color scheme),
but it was not as distinctive as I wanted, and I also
wanted to have more colors available. I ﬁnally realized that the Honors College already had a fairly
standard group of colors, used in brochures and the
Web site. I got those color codes from Shane Bradley (the Honors College IT Consultant), and those
are now the oﬃcial newsletter colors as well. Using
these colors instead of Western’s emphasizes that
this is an Honors College publication, rather than
one with a more campus-wide focus.

The
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The Honors Eagle
Auburn University

Newsletter of the University Honors Congress

Looking for a way to relieve that
spring fever and get out in the community to enjoy the outdoors? Auburn offers more opportunities for such experiences than you might think. Alone or
with friends, there are more than a couple of places one can go for outside
exercise, relaxation, or socializing.
From parks to picnicking, biking, running or volunteering, there is no excuse
for being stuck indoors, even if it is
getting a little warm outside!
Check out these ideas for taking
advantage of the opportunities and facilities for outdoor recreation afforded
by the Auburn community:

6. For some truly rewarding physical
activity, volunteer with Habitat for
Humanity. Volunteers are constantly
on a work site in the Auburn area generally Monday through Saturday, 9:00
am to 5:00 pm. See their website for
directions and more information.

1. Kiesel Park has over 2 miles of
walking paths and is an ideal place to
walk your dog and enjoy being out of
the city limits. Kiesel Park is located way. With pleasant scenery winding
out Hwy 14 past Auburn City Limits around a small stream, it is an ideal
Restaurant. Call (334) 501-2930 for running and walking path since it is
mostly away from the road.
more information.
2. Less than 15 minutes from campus,
600 acre Chewacla State Park offers
hiking and mountain biking trails, as
well as picnic and camping facilities.
Located at the end of Shell Toomer
Parkway and Wrights Mill Road, the
entrance fee is $2 on weekdays and $3
on the weekend. See http://
www.alapark.com/parks/park.cfm?
parkid=14 for trail and map info.

Spring 2007

AU Environmental Awareness Organization at eao@auburn.edu for information about the garden plot they’re working on.

Out and About

4. A few minutes from campus, Town
Creek Park on South Gay has a small
lake, a short walking path, and is one of
Auburn’s newest city parks.

5. AU’s very own Arboretum, on Lem
Morrison Drive near the AU Medical
Clinic, is accessible from College Street
and is usually quiet and shaded all year
round with a pond, bridges,
benches ,and a covered picnic/event
3. Just outside the State park entrance pavilion. It’s open everyday until sunis the beginning of an approximately set and is home to ducks, turtles, and a
three-mile path that runs through the variety of birds. Interested in doing
woods alongside Shell Toomer Park- some gardening yourself? Contact the

7. The Jule Collins Smith Museum
on South College Street, is free to all
students with an ID, so after checking
out the galleries, take a pleasant stroll
around the lake or the gardens at the
back of the museum. Check their website at jcsm.auburn.edu/ for special
events or current exhibitions.
8. Tucked away on the far end of North
College Street (Hwy 147 N.), just past
the fishery ponds, is a lesser known
attraction, the AU School of Forestry
and Wildlife Sciences Louise Kreher
Forest Ecology Preserve. The preserve
has several lakes, ponds, and walking
trails and is open from 8:00 am to 7:00
pm, Tuesday, Saturday, and Sunday.
See http://www.sfws.auburn.edu/ecosite/default.htm for more details.
9. Willing to drive a little farther? Callaway Gardens, 45 minutes north up
Interstate 85, is especially beautiful in
the spring and offers more than a days
worth of biking and walking trails, garden tours, and even a butterfly house.
—Elizabeth Williams

New Honors Congress Officers
Congratulations to our new officers for the 2007-2008 school year! They were voted on at the first Spring Convocation by
fellow Honors College students.
President, Jay Owens; Vice President, Elise McClanahan; Secretary, Sarah Teague; and Treasurer, Tyler Stutheit

The Eagle, Auburn
ISSUE 3

VOLUME 1

June 2006

Withhonors

RECOGNIZING THE ACHIEVEMENTS OF HONORS COLLEGE
STUDENTS AT COPPIN STATE UNIVERSITY

Morrison Wins
MEAC Outdoors
Arlon Morrison, Honors College
first year student, won the javelin
competition at the Mid-Eastern
Athletic Conference Outdoor Track
and Field Championships held in
Greensboro, North Carolina on
May 5.
Despite nursing an injured elbow,
Morrison took an early lead in the
competition and sealed the championship with a throw of 53.86 meters. Morrison’s win at the MEAC
Outdoors qualified him to partici-

pate in the NCAA East Regionals,
also held in Greensboro on May
26-27.
Morrison, a management science
major, will be balancing his summer training regimen with coursework as a participant in the Honors
College’s Accelerated Bachelor’s
Course of Study program.

Twelve Named to Who’s Who
The Honors College named twelve scholars to Who’s Who Among Students in
American Universities and Colleges. The organization recognizes students for scholastic ability, participation and leadership in academic and extra curricular activities,
and community service. The honorees are Gertrude Afriyie, Caron Brace, Emmerita
Dogo-Isonagie, Sandra Eke, Dara Foster, Njideka Israel, LaDetra Johnson, Rianna
Lee Sing, Rahsaan McKell-Jeffers, Derrick Scott, Amiel Traynum, and Ambika
Ramsundar.

With honors, Coppin State

The redesign, continued
keep them separate from the rest of the content.
For the regular content fonts, I wanted to choose
fonts that were not boring and everywhere (i.e.
Times and Arial), but that would be common
enough to come standard with most copies of InDesign, and that would not be noticeably strange.
I chose Warnock Pro for the serif font and Myriad
Pro for the sans serif font because they were attractive, legible at smaller font sizes, and had a large
variety of weights available. This way, we could use
just two fonts throughout the entire publication
(other than the header font), but we could still have
visual variety.
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The fonts
This is Warnock Pro. It
comes in 32 diﬀerent
weights, including four to
eight versions each of light,
regular, semibold, and
bold.
This is Myriad Pro. It comes
in 20 different weights,
including italic and condensed
versions of regular, semibold, bold, and black.

The majority of my time with the redesign was spent
working on the front page, since that is the page that
will attract readers to look further into the publication, and since the rest of the design
would play oﬀ of that page. I experimented with a number of options for ﬂag placement, but I was very strongly in favor of running it down the left side of the page from
the beginning, so that is what I worked with the most (and what I ended up going with).
I wanted to do this because it is unusual – most publications run their ﬂag across the
top, like we did initially – so it is interesting and memorable, but not so strange as to be
misunderstood. Also, it places less emphasis on the ﬂag and more on the content, which
is what I think should drive a publication.

Areté

I struggled a little with the content for the rest
of the front page. I really wanted to just run one
Inside
full-page image, with text over it referring readoff the beaten path
ers to the main story inside. This is a common way
to present a front page for newsletters, and pretty
much the standard for magazines, and it is what we
had already started doing in the fall 2006 semester’s
publications like the example at right. However, this
plan relies on always having a lead story with strong
vertical images that reﬂect the story but also have
enough negative space to run text over, and I didn’t
want to back that staﬀ permanently into that sort of
corner. We had actually struggled with that already
November 2006 Areté
during fall 2006, and there was no way to guarantee
that it would get better and not worse. But I still did not want to start stories on the
front – I wanted an actual cover page, and not just a page one (to go along with the
magazine feel as opposed to a newspaper feel).
Western Kentucky University Honors

Director’s column
page 2

Calendar of events
page 2

November 2006

This fall break,
several honors students chose to go a bit

New! Writing contest
page 2
New! HDB
student column
page 3

Full story, page 4

Egyptian Art + Greek
cuisine = great fun
page 6
Why McLean Hall
is so great
page 7
Profile:
Stephanie Self
page 7
A merry trip
to Windsor
page 8

Honors roundtable
page 8

Taste of the Far East
page 9
Thesis advice
page 10

Profile:
Dr. James Flynn
page 10

I thought of trying to make the newsletter index graphically appealing in some way, but
could not come up with a way to do it that I liked until late July. The idea was one of
those that just popped into my head, almost fully developed, at 4 in the morning. This
made me a little hesitant at ﬁrst, since late-night ﬂashes of brilliance are often the cause

The redesign, continued

UP&OUT

For those with the expectation, the aspiration, and the inclination to go above and beyond

 Listen Up: Dr Cobane talks about XXXXX
 Up to Speed: HDB student representative XXXX talks about XXXX
 Out&About: Honors kids traveling cool places to do cool things

A view from

Morocco
 Upcoming: Calendar, things students should do
 What’s Up: News and events on campus

A publication of
Western Kentucky University’s
Honors College

 Out of Bounds: Games, puzzles, and quizzes for the curious mind

My inital front page mockup,
with the alternate title I was
experimenting with, and before the addition of the Honors
College color scheme
inside this issue

ARETÉ

Overall, the page wound up being unusual without
being unreadable, funky but clean, and visually interesting but still organized. My feedback from people
in the design community was overwhelmingly positive, and newsletter staﬀ members were also in favor
of the design when I presented it at the beginning of
the fall 2007 semester. I made a few further tweaks
to the ﬂag, including making it narrower and dropping out the grey box, but the overall look has not
changed since then.

inside this issue

 Sept. 
Vol. Issue 

The Spirit of Engaged Excellence – A publication of the WKU Honors College

of long-term regret, but the more I reﬁned the idea
by the light of day, the more I really liked it. I ran a
bar of color right next to the ﬂag with page numbers
equally spaced along it, and the ﬁrst page of each
section would have the section title and a description of one or more stories in that section. We would
run photos to go with the sections, but they could
be horizontal (most people shoot almost exclusively
horizontal shots, which is part of why the vertical
cover idea is problematic), and no one photo would
have to be strong enough to carry the entire page.
I ran a blown-up, lighter detail of the Honors logo
behind all the text and photos to give it depth and visual interest and keep the shape of the page a square,
rather than a variable shape that would depend on
where photos landed on the page.
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 Ob Cognito Tui: Honors Center renovations; College named a priority

 Nunti Communalis: Students get involved with dorm, campus activities



Prez
Picnic

with
the




 Veni Vidi Vici: News and photos from students’ foreign adventures



HARLAXTON
update

One ﬁnal design note: As far as making a black-andwhite version of the newsletter to be printed, I did an
experiment with Acrobat, the program I use to put
together the PDFs. I made a version of the November issue with all the photos individually re-toned in
Photoshop and then re-imported to the pages, and a
The September 2007 issue,
second version with the photos left as they were and
the first one to reflect the new
the document as a whole made black-and-white in
front page design
Acrobat. The diﬀerence in the ﬁnal quality was very
minor, and the diﬀerence in the amount of time and work involved was huge, so I recommend in the future that re-toning is not necessary after all if the photos have been toned
well initially to have enough brightness and contrast.
 Sept. 
Vol. Issue 






 Cum laude: Junior Dana Adams is a Habitat Volunteer of the Year

 Catagraphi: Meet student Nikki Deese and staﬀer Amy Casebolt

 Carpe Diem: The Kentucky Honors Roundtable and other upcoming events

The templates
Once I had a workable design, I needed to make sure that someone with a minimal design background could still implement that layout scheme. I made a basic page template
and gave a copy of it to designers for the ﬁrst issue of fall 2007, so they would have the
correct margins, fonts, and header design. However, there were still a number of page
elements that were not clear, and a lot of ways for things to get screwed up without the

The redesign, continued
page designer knowing to ﬁx them or even how to ﬁx
them – things like changing the headers, font attributes, and styles for headlines and pulled quotes. So,
I improved the template primarily by including what
is called a “library” in InDesign – a ﬁle that contains
pre-made copies of certain elements – and adding
what is called a “paragraph style sheet” – a section
in the template with pre-set character attributes, so
designers can highlight a section of text, click on the
appropriate style’s name, and InDesign will apply all
those attributes to that section of text. These changes
vastly improved consistency, and made the design
process more straightforward for the individual
designers.
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FYI: News and announcements about the Honors College

Headline XXXXXXXX
FIRST LAST
Areté staff writer
Lan ea consenit, qui eu facin volenisl dolum am at. Dui tiscill amconsenis
atetue vulputem iusciduis nulput utat,
summolobore dionsequat.
Facillam velenim illuptatuer auguer
sum veros nit velit ex eugiam, secte feugiam, sequisi.
Nonse consed magnibh et, quisi.
Tis at veliquam in erate con ut lametum sandre corem num alisl dolum dolore con eugait nit lut autet alit utatet,
consendrem adionullutem nos aut augue
estionsequat ullum ilit lobore dolorem
in henis aut ing er si.
Ro dio conullu ptatis nulputate conse
facip eros alis acidunt accumsandit wis
alisim illuptat, qui tio doloboreet, susto
conulluptat exeros alissiscilis aliquipit
at prat wissenit incin henim diat lan
eum dip et lum volut lore faccum digna
feugue feugue faci tin hent utpat. Olutate eugait eugiamcorer si.
Ulput prat. Put landre dolobore modiat ad minim irillan venibh erat. San
eugiat vel irit nostio commy nit nit, veniat.
Os nosto consenis eu feu faci tat nibh
euis adigniam, commolo reetum delessed et, veliquat. Na
consecte ex ex estio odiamet
lobore corem iurem ver sed
erat lut lor sis aut wis nit nos
am non velisi.
Pit, core faciduipit, qui
euiscip issecte conullandit
nonullan vel do consequ issismolore tin esed min enis
el enim do etummod oloreetumsan euis non heniate magnim eugait
am dolor adignis nonulla faccum zzriurero consed eugait ipit veriuscilis atem
ip ea commy nis alisl ercidunt vent lutat,
quip eugait, sim zzrit, sim quis essi.Isim
quamet augue feuiscip et, conulla ndignis nullutatum ipit pratetum niat.Iniat,

NAME IN ALL CAPS

Caption here XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXxXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
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I created the survey near the beginning of the fall 2007 semester using the Easy Survey
package that Western’s Oﬃce of Information Technology has made available to anyone
on campus. I talked with Dr. Angela Jones and the newsletter staﬀ members about the
questions they thought should be included, and then I created the survey online and sent
the link to the Honors College to be e-mailed out.
There were 96 responses to the survey. Overall, they showed that slightly more than half
the respondents had read an issue of the newsletter, and that more than 95 percent of
them said they thought Areté was an appropriate name for the Honors newsletter. (I had
suggested a new name, “Up&Out,” with a concept and sections playing oﬀ that name. The
staﬀ was receptive of the idea, but since the survey showed the majority of people liked
the current name, we decided there was no reason to change the name and that it would
cause more confusion then it was worth.)
I also included several questions related to newsletter content, and the responses there
were helpful for the staﬀ in planning future content. For example, nearly 95 percent
of respondents wanted to see a calendar of events, and we have made that a standard
part of the newsletter. Other popular topics were Honors events, study abroad, and the
Capstone Experience/Thesis. We have made the ﬁrst two topics regular subjects in our
coverage, and starting in the December 2007 issue we will be following a student (Ginny
Prather) through her thesis process, covering the steps and progress she goes through
to ﬁnish her project. We have also added games since the survey, including a sudoku
puzzle, which we had discussed before but never made a priority until the survey showed
how popular it would be. Other direct results of the survey responses include individual
stories suggested in the survey that we have run in the newsletter, including a proﬁle of a
non-traditional Honors student (Marty McBride, December 2007 issue, page 12), and a
list of opportunities to get involved with the Honors College (November 2007, page 3).
See Appendix A on page 16 for the complete survey results.
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Professional publications have strict timelines and fancy computer systems to organize
their workﬂows. However, professional publications also have full-time staﬀ members
who are well-trained and do not have to ﬁt their jobs around going to class and doing
homework. For the newsletter, I needed to come up with a system that was detailed,
easy to use, and ﬂexible enough to accommodate everyone’s schedules while being rigid
enough to keep the publication on its own schedule.
Before fall 2007, the staﬀ met every other week to discuss and assign stories. My co-editor (Maria Wallace) would keep a list of everyone’s story assignments and send a group
email after each meeting to remind everyone of their assignments and inform staﬀ
members who did not come to the meeting about what had happened. She send frequent
email reminders to staﬀ members about the meetings and about story due dates, but
we still had a hard time getting everyone to come to meetings and get their stories in on
time. All stories were supposed to be emailed to Maria, who would then email them to
me. Writers were generally asked to try to get photos to go with their stories, but I often
ended up calling the Honors Center or the writers’ sources directly to try to get submitted photos. Because all the content came in so haphazardly, layout was disorganized and
took a long time, and most issues didn’t come out until weeks after we had intended.
Another problem with the previous system of production was the lack of consistent writing style throughout the newsletter. Dr. Jones caught errors and inconsistencies in her
editing process, but that made her work more time-consuming than it should have been.
To help solve this problem, I created style guides for writers and for designers to help
explain a standard way to handle common situations, like referencing people and the
Honors College, or putting headlines on stories.
These style guides can be found in Appendix B, on page 20.
The ﬁrst thing I changed after deciding to create style guides was the frequency of meetings. We used to meet every other week, but I felt this was not often enough to keep
our momentum going, and also not often enough to keep the newsletter in the front of
people’s minds enough for them to take it seriously. I think it is harder to forget something that happens every week than something that happens twice a month, so we made
the meetings a weekly aﬀair. Ideally, I would also like to add smaller staﬀ meetings once
a week as well, for photographers, writers, and designers to meet separately with just the
other members of their sections. However, I did not want to overwhelm the staﬀ members right oﬀ the bat, and I did not think we had a big enough staﬀ just yet for that to be
as useful as it could be. In the future, I think it is something the staﬀ should consider,
however – writers could talk among themselves about their stories and help edit each
others’ work, photographers could touch base with the photo editor and get feedback on
what they have shot, and designers could work as a group to organize layout (especially if
there is a time when there is not a clear leader to be design editor, or if that person does
not feel comfortable making all the decisions).
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The four meetings a month were divided as follows: brainstorming, checking up on stories, stories due, and checking up on layout and pre-brainstorming. As the semester progressed, we started doing more and more of the brainstorming and assigning of stories at
the fourth meeting, so I would like to see a move toward having stories due at the second meeting so design has more time to work. Many stories that are coverage of events
throughout the month obviously would be exempt from that, but ones that are proﬁles of
students or staﬀ, or columns or advice about general topics, could certainly be in sooner.
This would spread out the workload for designers and give them a head start.
The ideal schedule
– Week 1: Brainstorming and assignments that did not happen during week 4 of the
previous month, and talk through story angles and/or sources.
– Week 2: All stories and photos that do not involve events that have yet to occur
are due. Event coverage stories and photos should be due about 3-4 days after the
event, so they should trickle in over the course of the month. During this week, the
stories and photos will then be copy edited and sent to the layout editor, who will
then send them out to designers.
– Week 3: Discuss any problems encountered with that month’s stories, and talk
about any long-term story ideas. Possibly proofread some pages as a group (to
cut back on the amount of proofreading the advisor has to do). Any events coverage that happen after this day should be due 1-2 days after the event, or should be
bumped to the next issue. During this week, layout should be ﬁnishing the last pages
and the ﬁrst round of corrections should be made.
– Week 4: Ideally, have layout completed so group can proofread as a whole, and
then start brainstorming for the next issue. Final corrections should be made and
the issue published (at least online) by the ﬁrst of the next month.
Production flow
This area was not hard to design, since any publication’s ﬂow starts with writers and ends
with layout, so my job was to make it clear, relatively simple, and make everyone aware
of their role in the process. I needed to include time for stories to be edited before they
were put on page, since it’s much harder and more time-consuming to make corrections
after pages have been designed, and enough time for the layout team to do their job and
get ﬁnal pages proofed and edited one last time. One big change I had to make, however,
was in the design/proofreading area. At ﬁrst, we tried having each designer make corrections to the pages he or she had designed, but that proved to be cumbersome, disorganized, and not very eﬀective in that a large percentage of mistakes were still not corrected. So instead of sending the layout editor the PDFs of their pages and then getting
corrections back to be made to the original ﬁles, designers now send the entire InDesign
ﬁle to the layout editor, and the layout editor is responsible for making all corrections
from that point on. This allows the layout editor to also tweak the page designs if necessary, correcting design style errors and minor alignment errors. I created a gmail account, arete.layout@gmail.com, speciﬁcally to handly the large ﬁle sizes that would result
from sending complete InDesign ﬁles, as well as all the photos and stories. I recommend
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creating gmail accounts for stories and photos as well, so they can be archived easily
online, and so they do not clutter up editors’ personal email accounts. Below is the ﬁnal
ﬂowchart, more or less exactly the way we worked for the December 2007 issue.
A graphic version of this production system can be found in Appendix C, on page 23.
– Step 1: Writers and photographers create their content and send it to their editors.
Right now, all stories are going to the editor-in-chief and all photos are going to the
layout editor, but I would like eventually to have a writing/news editor and a photo
editor to organize those sections (see job descriptions). Duration: depends on when
assignments were made, but not more than a week after the monthly cycle begins
(with exceptions, as above, for event stories).
– Step 2: Stories are sent to the copy editor, who sends the edited versions to the
layout editor. This stage should also eventually include the photo editor toning and
editing photos and sending them to the layout editor as well. Duration: 2-3 days.
– Step 3: The layout editor, who should have all the content, splits it up and assigns
stories to pages and pages to designers. He or she then sends each designer the stories and photos to go on each page they are assigned, along with any directions as to
how to organize each page. The layout editor is responsible for designing at a minimum the front page, but may also do several other pages, including ones for content
that comes in late. Duration: No more than a week.
– Step 4: Designers send their ﬁnished pages back to the layout editor, who combines them all into one PDF and sends that to the advisor (or whoever is going to do
the proofreading). This could also be a point where the staﬀ members have an opportunity at a meeting to look over the pages to look for errors, to take some of the
proofreading burden oﬀ of the advisor. Duration: 2-3 days.
– Step 5: After proofreading the pages, the advisor lets the layout editor know they
are ready for pickup. (Or if the staﬀ members have proofread the pages at a meeting,
the layout editor is responsible for collecting the pages at the end of the meeting.)
The editor then makes all the corrections and creates a new PDF with the corrected
pages. Duration: 1-2 days.
– Step 6: The pages are sent to the advisor, Dr. Cobane, and possibly other staﬀ
members at the Honors Center for a ﬁnal proofreading. If any errors are found,
the layout editor makes them quickly, and then makes ﬁnal PDFs in both color and
black-and-white (if needed for printing). Duration: 1-2 days.
– Step 7: The layout editor sends the ﬁnal PDF to the Honors Center (ﬁlename
format: XXXXArete, with the date in place of the X’s – for example, 1207Arete is
the December 2007 issue) to be put online and sent to the printer, and the advisor
(could also be done by one of the editors) sends a cover email to the Honors Center
as well. The cover email is sent out with a link to the new issue on the Honors Web
site, and it introduces/describes the issue and its content.
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The ideal staﬀ of the newsletter should consist of an advisor, a writing/assignments
editor, a copy editor, a photo editor, and a layout/design editor. These jobs can be combines as necessary, or rotated among members of the staﬀ (other than the advisor job,
of course), but these are the basic functions that need to be accomplished. An editorin-chief can be added if the staﬀ feels they want one, or one of these editors can also be
designated the lead editor. Below is a breakdown of who should be responsible for what,
including the responsibilities of staﬀ writers and photographers.
Staff writers
Writers are responsible for reporting and writing stories. They should proof their stories
before submitting them to catch glaring errors, and should take it upon themselves ask
their writing editor or other staﬀ members for help if they encounter any problems. They
should also make sure each person they mention in the story is properly referenced: this
means double-checking that names are all spelled correctly, that students are identiﬁed
with their year, hometown, and major, and that professors are identiﬁed with “Dr.” (if appropriate) and with their department. (As per the writing style guide.) They should also
ﬁnd out if any trips or research projects they cover were funded by the Honors Center
(this is mentioned in the style guide). Writers shoud be encouraged to come up with suggested headlines for their stories, as well.
Photographers
Photographers take photos at events, and ideally take mug shots of people we proﬁle,
although at this point we have been running submitted photos instead. They should get
caption information for all photos, including the names (and years, hometowns, and majors) of all people in the photograph (unless there are too many people to identify), and a
brief description of what is going on in the photo.
Copy editor
The copy editor reads all stories, editing them for house style, AP style, and general
grammar and punctuation. He or she should not make major revisions to stories without
consulting with the writing editor and the writer. He or she should make sure there is a
suggested headline on all stories if the writer did not provide one. Before sending stories
to the layout editor, it would be helpful for the copy editor to change the ﬁle names on
stories to a one- or two-word description of their main subjects, like “tailgating.doc” or
“harlaxton.doc.” This will help the layout editor keep organized, as will sending the stories in individual ﬁles, rather than one lump document as we tried this semester.
Writing/assignment editor
In the absence of an editor-in-chief, the writing editor runs meetings, taking notes on
brainstormed ideas and assigning stories to writers. He or she should send an email to
the full staﬀ after each meeting with details on what was covered and what all the story
assignments are. Should help writers as needed with their stories, and should read all
stories before passing them on to the copy editor to make sure they are clear and appropriate for publication. Also, should monitor the arete@wku.edu email address for
submissions, and read submissions for the same criteria. During fall 2007, we started a
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Facebook group for the newsletter; if this group continues (as I hope it does) the writing
editor should be in charge of monitoring this group and inviting new staﬀ members to it.
**Note: If submissions start being a larger part of the newsletter, this job could also be
broken out into a separate “submissions editor” role. If there is an editor-in-chief as well as
a writing editor, the editor-in-chief should take over running meetings and moniroring the
email and Facebook group, while the writing editor should keep track of story assignments
and coach writers.
Photo editor
At brainstorming meetings, decide what visuals, if any, are needed for each story assigned, and assign someone to be responsible for taking the photos. If there is no one to
take the photos, or if the photos will be taken by someone not on staﬀ, the photo editor
is responsible for tracking the photos down (or making sure the writer gets them in the
course of their interviewing, if that is appropriate). Once photos have been taken and
sent to the photo editor, he or she is responsible for choosing the photo or photos that
will run in print, toning them for print, and sending them to the layout editor.
**Note: If the photo editor has no experience toning photos, he or she can at the least bring
them into Photoshop and apply “auto levels” and “auto contrast” (both under Image at the
top of the window). Also, I highly recommend increasing both the brightness and contrast
a little bit for most photos (this tool is also under Image). Photos do not need to be retoned in black-and-white, generally speaking, if they have been toned well in color (see the
redesign section with my color experiment).
Layout/design editor
Responsible for organizing which sections each story goes into, and assigning pages
based on story length and photos available. Should confer with photo editor as to how
many good pictures are available, and whether or not it would be appropriate to run the
story over more than one page to allow for more photos. Helps designers with pages as
needed, and creates the front page. The front page requires a great deal of time and work
because it needs to be accurate and clean, so the layout editor should make sure to budget enough time to get this done. Also, once pages have been proofread the layout editor
is responsible for making all the changes, so they need to be detail-oriented enough to do
this accurately and eﬃciently.
**Note: It would also be possible to make proofreading changes part of the copy editor
or advisor job, if the he or she had a basic introduction to InDesign and access to all the
pages on a computer with the program installed. The layout editor should still make the
PDFs of the pages after corrections, however, to make sure no design changes are necessary
as a result of the proofreading.
Advisor
Comes to meetings to help guide the staﬀ in brainstorming and writing. Helps give
consistency to the newsletter throughout changes in staﬀ members, and gives advice to
writers and editors as needed. Proofreads ﬁnal layouts for style and accuracy and writes
cover email (unless an editor volunteers to take over the cover email). Can suggest story
ideas, particularly about classes and faculty members, and serves as a liason between
the staﬀ and the Honors College. May help publicize the newsletter through things like
emails to other faculty, and could help identify and recruit new members and editors.
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I wanted to split the content into sections grouped by content to make it more organized and easier to navigate. Also, having regular sections with deﬁned content makes
the brainstorming process a little easier – for each issue, the staﬀ already knows to try
to have, for example, a student proﬁle. All they need to do then is choose the person to
be proﬁled. I chose Greek and Latin names for the sections to reﬂect the name of the
publication as a whole, and tried to use as many well-known phrases as possible to make
them more memorable. I also added a tagline to each section header to explain the name
of the section and give some detail about what the section would contain. I do not intend
that the staﬀ in the future feels bound to use these and only these section titles – we created two new sections this semester as the need arose (the Harlaxton one and the Forum
one), and I want future staﬀ members to know that this option is always available. Below
are the sections available now, with their taglines and the kinds of stories that go in them.
Saliens Sapiens: A fountain of wisdom from Honors College leaders (for Dr. Cobane’s
column and the HDB student column)
Ob Cognito Tui: FYI: News and announcements about the Honors College (Stories that do
not fall into event coverage, like Honors opportunities or “meet your new HDB representatives.”)
Nunti Communalis: News about Honors community involvement and events (This is the
general category that most stories fall into. It could be broken into more than one category eventually if the staﬀ would prefer, but I didn’t see a need to.)
Harlaxton update: Checking in with our Hilltoppers across the pond (The monthly question and answer with the students currently studying at Harlaxton.)
Forum Communalis: Have your say: Submitted articles, art, and opinions (Anything
written by someone not on staﬀ )
Veni Vidi Vici: News about Honors students going out into the world to see and conquer
(All study abroad content, or pretty much anything that Honors students do outside of
the United States.)
Carpe Diem: Mark your calendar now, and then have some fun (the calendar and games
page)
Catagraphi: Proﬁles of Honors community members – students, faculty, and staﬀ (Exactly
what it says!)
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The survey responses
Below are the questions I asked and the results I got back from the 96 people who responded to the survey. I condensed a number of the ﬁll-in-the-blank responses where
there was no answer or multiple responses with the same answer.
1. The Honors College publishes a monthly newsletter called Areté. Have you heard of it (before now)?
Yes 68.8% (66)
No
31.3% (30)
2. Have you ever seen or read an issue of Areté?
Yes 52.1% (50)
No
47.9% (46)
3. Areté is a greek word meaning “excellence,” “virtue,” and “reaching one’s highest human
potential.” Do you think this is an appropriate name for the Honors newsletter?
Yes 95.8% (92)
No
4.2% (4)
4. If you do not like the name Areté, or if you have a suggestion for another name you think
would be more appropriate, please tell us about it here, with a brief explanation.
– Arete is a blantant plagiarism of the title of the Honors newsletter of the University of Houston. The fact that we use it shows that we are not original or creative in any manner, and shows
that we do not respect the property (intellectual or otherwise) of other insitutions. A more
creative name would be the Ampersand (&). It is logogram representing the conjunction “and.”
It implies a connection between two or more things, because Honors is a close-knit community of learners that are very connected. It also implies “in addition,” or the adding to something “more”, because Honors is all about doing things “better, faster, and more intensely” than
before, e.g. they go above and beyond the call of duty to stand out as excellent students. That is
why I think some sort of creative title for our newsletter would be more appropriate. Another
minor complaint I have is the fact that the number of TIMES I have heard someone say the
word Arete is exactly equal to the number of WAYS I have heard it pronounced. That is, I have
never heard it said the same way twice because no one knows how to correctly pronounce it.
– Arete resembles the French word for “stop.” I think more people are familiar with French
than with Latin, so while the Latin meaning is cool, the word is most likely going to have opposite connotations to its audience. Also, human potential is a far broader concept than anything
that can be achieved solely through academics, and considering I’ve seen little in the newsletter
that wasn’t about academics in some way, it is a bit over-the-top to call it that.
– I dont know but something other than Arete. It is the same as University of Houston. We
need something that is Unique to western.
– I like it; it’s unique
– i think a latin name meaning something similar would be cool, but arete is still ﬁne
–it is a good name. but it is hard to talk bout something or tell people about something that
you don’t know how to pronounce.
– Since I have little knowledge of Greek (every word I know of it came from My Big Fat Greek
Wedding), the title is a bit elusive. And I don’t know how to pronounce it. But now that I do
know the meaning of it, I like it a lot.
– sounds good to me, i wish i knew how it was pronounced though.
5. How likely would you be to read the honors newsletter if you were notiﬁed by email that it is
online as a downloadable PDF ﬁle, and a link is provided to the download page? 1 is “deﬁnitely
would not read” and 5 is “deﬁnitely would read.”
Average rank: (3.7)
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6. How likely would you be to read the honors newsletter if a print copy of it were available in
your dorm or academic building? 1 is “deﬁnitely would not read” and 5 is “deﬁnitely would
read.”
Average rank: (3.9)
7. Which of the following would you like to see and read in the Honors newsletter? (Please
check all that apply.)
A column from Director Craig Cobane .................................................................62.5% (60)
A column from the student representatives on the HDB...................................44.8% (43)
Coverage of Honors events.......................................................................................92.7% (89)
Coverage of Honors students’ study abroad experiences...................................74.0% (71)
Proﬁles of Honors students ......................................................................................57.3% (55)
Proﬁles of Honors faculty and staﬀ..........................................................................63.5% (61)
Proﬁles of Honors alumni..........................................................................................33.3% (32)
A calendar of Honors-related events and deadlines.............................................94.8% (91)
Recognition of Honors students’ awards and distinctions..................................65.6% (63)
8. What other things would you like to see included in the Honors newsletter?
– Descriptions of oﬀered/popular honors courses. (9)
– photos (6)
– Anything Honors related or Honors opportunities (3)
– Scholarship opportunities (4)
– Information on study abroad programs (3)
– Articles written by honors faculty and staﬀ, maybe (2)
– a calendar, including Honors and non-Honors events (4)
– A chance for non-Arete staﬀ to submit articles, photos, comics, poetry, etc.
– a column from dr. cobane about various current issues, both local and national
– A letter to the editor.
– a mention of nonhonors related events taking place on campus that many honors students
would enjoy seeing
– Anything helpful for graduation
– Articles about rock bands and pictures of naked chicks. In short, i will probably never read
the Honors newsletter, I only answered the above question because it was a requirement.
– Articles that give advise about applying for graduate school would be wonderful.
– cartoons, drawings, poetry, and short stories. Honors students in sports, etc.
– Editorials or articles from honors students.
– events in Bowling Green, fun student polls (ex: if you had a pet cow, what would you name
it?), a debate column (it could be something crazy like the best way to walk up the hill or which
residence halls are really haunted), and maybe a ‘random fact of the day’ column (ex: did you
know that polar bear’s skin is actually black and their fur is clear?! They have so much fur that it
makes them appear white.)
– Feature or opinion not necessarily devoted to western or honors.
– Food Reviews on local restaurants. Tips and Insight on things to do in the Bowling Green
community that might be little know or give new students an easier transition into the smalltown life of Bowling Green. A story by someone who is starting their thesis and follow them
through the process.
– honors professors n students column
– Honors students submitted literature i.e. stories, poems, plays, etc.
– How Honors is making an impact on this campus outside of the Honors Program
– humor
– I would like to see information, editorials, or some similar type of coverage of opportunities
for things to do outside of or after college that may not be directly academic in nature, but that
are enriching for a well-rounded human experience. Anything to help students keep in mind,
and potentially pursue, possibilities beyond some dumb oﬃce job. Ideas of cool projects and
initiatives that others are doing; from Peace Corps to being a journalist in Gaza to international
public art projects -- anything that people could get excited about.
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– little known things about the honros program.
– Maybe a section where students can voice their opinions about current events.
– Maybe a short highlight of world news or something similar.
– maybe a summary or description of some student’s theses?
– maybe like movie reviews or good books to read for certain assignments in class
– more information about what’s going on on campus.
– More visual arts images. We have some talented visual artists (both majors and nonmajors)
within the program, but it is often overlooked.
– more items of interest for the non-traditional honors students. I know there are not that
many of us, but it would help us feel included. Some of us feel a bit out of place in the program.
– Personally i would like to see a “random help” section: within in the small column could be
things like, “new help with this class go here” or “want a tutor for this class call so and so” or
“want to know how to cook ramen noodles in the microwave email Dr. noodle” and my personal favorite “tips for using, not loosing your meal plan swipes.”
– Polls and games.
– social commentary by honors students: cultural observations
– Some fun brain teaser, sudoku, etc
– Student commentaries/letters
– student commentary on recommended classes and other things going on on campus
– sudoku; crossword puzzle; factoids; paragraph along lines of ‘Thought Provoker”, “Food for
Thought”, “What Would You Do?”, “Dilemmas”, and so on; guest column from various departments’ faculty and staﬀ ; column from departments about past/present honors involvement and
potential involvement.
– Things honors students have created. It could be anything from poetry to short stories to
photography to analytical essays, etc.
– Well, I think the best articles to read are those that are well, interesting. Articles about the
quirky things honors students do are very interesting (someone making their car run oﬀ restaurant grease, for instance, or someone decorating their dorm room to a jungle theme.) Those
stories are the best and I think would bring out the personality of honors better than anything.
(I fear that while the things I checked above are a necessity to the newsletter, they steer close to
boring very easily. Unless you can think of new ways to approach those ideas diﬀerently each
time - with the exception of the calendar, etc., or articles that really do seem to work - then the
readers won’t even bother.
– What the Honors Center is trying to get planned
– Why not include a horoscope?
9. Did you know that you can submit letters, commentaries, photos, artwork, or story ideas to
the newsletter?
Yes 18.8% (18)
No
81.3% (78)
10. Now that you know, how likely are you to submit something to the newsletter? 1 is “deﬁnitely would not submit something” and 5 is “deﬁnitely would submit something.”
Average rank: (2.9)
11. Would you be interested in submitting an essay or photo if it were for a contest with prizes?
1 is “deﬁnitely would not submit something” and 5 is “deﬁnitely would submit something.”
Average rank: (3.5)
12. Do you have any other comments or suggestions for the Honors newsletter?
– Advertise for it more! make a print edition!
– Be cool man. Peace.
– Come up with a new name that is diﬀerent than the University of Houston.
– Could you send out an email or something with submission guidelines for the Arete? I was
unaware of nonstaﬀ submissions, and would be interested in submitting, as I think the visual
arts students are often overlooked in the honors department.
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– Delivery of paper copies to dorm MAILBOXES of honors students would be ideal. Thank
you.
– humor column
– I am glad that college students get involved with the community and have something to show
for it. It would be a good idea for some of the non honors students to see what is going on, and
how great our program is.
– I am happy to know that I can submit photos and such. I think that creativity is an integral
part of the honors program, and i am interested to see other students’ work. Also, tips on the
capstone/thesis project. We all worry about that.
– I can’t wait to start reading it!
– I think (without ever reading it) that a honors news letter in theory is a great idea but could
quickly become like a high school year book that only showcases one type of student. I would
suggest trying to make sure the words remain true to the Greek origin of its title, and actively
works for all honors students.
– I would submit a Photo
– I’ve heard about the publication but I\’ve never actually seen it on print or online. I guess it
just needs wider publication.
– keep up the good work
– keep up the good work, i know its hard
– Let students know where than can get it.
– maybe have a coupons’ page, or a dedication to a student/faculty (submitted by students
anomiously), create an ‘I need a friend’ page for students who are trouble meeting new people
or are (like me) really really shy (or maybe just one or a few students picked at random)
– maybe if it was a great prize, ppl would submit.
– publish regularly
– thank you
– Thanks for all you do! See you in the spring!
– What is the schedule for the newsletter? I know I see it from time to time, but I am not clear
as to what the standard circulation schedule for the newsletter is.
– When new issues come out, it should be more publicized.
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Areté style guide for writers (version 3.0)
Here are a few rules to follow in our stories to keep things consistent. For the most part
(other than the comma rule and titles), we are going to follow Associated Press style as if
we were a professional publication. This is just a quick guide, and it will almost certainly
be updated at some point. But it’s a start.
**THE BIG ONE** Honors: No apostrophe! Ever, ever, ever, ever, ever…..
And always capitalized, as is Honors College, Honors Center, etc
Commas: Going with good old English style here – DO use the “serial comma,” the last
one in a list. So it is “red, white, and blue” like your English teacher says, not “red, white
and blue” like you see in the newspapers. Pretty much everyone already does this, and
I know it will be more intuitive for Dr. Jones to copy edit things this way, so there is no
reason to force the change when there is really no reason for it.
Referring to people: The ﬁrst time you mention a person in your story (called the “ﬁrst
reference”), use their full name, INCLUDING “Dr.” if they have a Ph.D. (That last part
is diﬀerent from AP style, but in the academic world those two letters mean a whole lot
to a lot of people, so we are going to respect that.) After that ﬁrst reference, just use the
person’s last name throughout the rest of the story (without the title). For professors who
do not have a doctorate, do not put any sort of title before their name, because there
are a lot of diﬀerent levels of professors/instructors, and there is too much potential for
confusion. The story should instead mention somewhere that the person is “an assistant
professor in the English department” or something along those lines.
Referring to Dr. Cobane: His name is Dr. Craig T. Cobane. With the middle initial, please.
Dates: Always capitalize the names of months and days of the week. Abbreviate the
following months when used with a speciﬁc date: Jan., Feb., Aug., Sept., Oct., Nov., and
Dec., and do not abbreviate days of the week unless they are in a table or calendar or
something like that. If it is just the month and year, do not abbreviate and do not use a
comma. For example: November; November 2007; Nov. 5, 2007; Nov. 5; Monday, Nov.
5; Monday.
Fall Break: Capitalize on all references to the break from classes.
U.S. vs. United States: Write out “United States” when you are referring to it as a noun,
but if it is an adjective, you can abbreviate to “U.S.” as in “the U.S. embassy” or “U.S. foreign policy.”
Western Kentucky University: Refer to our dear university as WKU on all references, to
go along with the school’s push to identify itself that way, unless it is part of an oﬃcial
title of something.
State abbreviations: Here we are sticking with AP style, rather than the postal service’s
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two-letter ones. Therefore, spell out state names if they stand alone (“The students traveled to Indiana”), but abbreviate them if they accompany a town (“Kat is from Knoxville,
Tenn.”). Eight state names are not abbreviated: Those with ﬁve or fewer letters, plus
Alaska and Hawaii. Here’s a complete list of all states with their respective abbreviated
(or not) forms:
Ala.
Alaska
Ariz.
Ark.
Calif.
Colo.
Conn.
Del.
Fla.
Ga.

Hawaii
Idaho
Ill.
Ind.
Iowa
Kan.
Ky.
La.
Maine
Md.

Mass.
Mich.
Minn.
Miss.
Mo.
Mont.
Neb.
Nev.
N.H.
N.J.

N.M.
N.Y.
N.C.
N.D.
Ohio
Okla.
Ore.
Pa.
R.I.
S.C.

S.D.
Tenn.
Texas
Utah
Vt.
Va.
Wash.
W.Va.
Wis.
Wyo.

A few general grammar/spelling things that are often misused
Aﬀect, eﬀect: Aﬀect, as a verb, means to inﬂuence. (The resolution will aﬀect students.)
It is basically never used as a noun. Eﬀect is most commonly used as a noun, to mean
a result. (The eﬀect of the new style guide was astounding.) As a verb, eﬀect means to
cause a change. (The writers will eﬀect a change in their stories.) Eﬀect is cumbersome as
a verb, though, so avoid using it that way.
Ages: Always use ﬁgures rather than spelling out the number, and use hyphens with
“years old” as an adjective. (I am 22 years old. My 19-year-old brother is dating a girl who
is 18.)
Alumnus, alumna, alumnae, alumni: Respectively, these are for a singular male, a singular female, a group of only females, and a group of all males or mixed genders.
Fewer, less: Fewer is for things that are countable, less is for things that are not. (There are
fewer than 50 people in the room. There is less ice cream in the freezer than there was
before all the hungry people showed up.)
More than: Use “more than” (rather than “over”) when referring to countable things.
(There were more than 100 people at the event.)
Compound modiﬁers: If a two-word phrase is used as an adjective (like “two-word”), then
it is hyphenated, unless the ﬁrst word is “very” or ends in “-ly.” If they’re standing sideby-side as just nouns, then they don’t need the hyphen. The common example of this in
the newsletter is “study abroad.” The students are going to study abroad in France, but
they’re going on a study-abroad trip. Voilà!
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Areté style guide for designers (Version 2.0)
Here are a few rules to follow in our layouts to keep things consistent. Make sure to always
use the style sheets in the template and the pre-made elements in the “Arete bits” library.
Spacing: First line indents and text wraps around images/quotes/etc should be 0p8 picas.
Frames/rules: Use a .5 frame (black) around photos, and a .5 rule (preferably black, but
can be one of the colors if it will look good on the page) if you need to separate elements
(like more than one story) on a page.
Credits: Byline and photo credits should be just the person’s name, or “submitted” for
photo credits if we do not know the photographer. All caps. If there is more than one
photo on the page, but they are all by the same photographer, you only need to credit
them once. Put the credit under the largest/dominant image. For the byline, it should say
“Areté staﬀ writer” if they are, and “Areté guest writer” if it is a submitted story.
Colors: Use only the four Honors colors for accents like rules and pulled quotes. If for
some reason the colors do not show up in your swatches in the template ﬁle, they are as
follows:
– Red: R157, G33, B21
– Green: R92, G100, B41
– Yellow: R188, G162, B101
– Blue: R15, G16, B44
Bullets: If you need to use a bullet for a list (and you should for all lists!), use a lowercase
“n” in the font Zapf Dingbats (should be a little solid square), and make it one of the four
colors. Also, put one space between the bullet and the ﬁrst letter of the paragraph, and
take out the ﬁrst line indent.
Headlines: Try to keep all headlines somewhere between 36 and 42 pt. You can use a
secondary headline under the main headline if there is extra space or if it will work better
for the story – make it the same font as the main headline, and between 18 and 20 pt.
Both headlines should be left aligned (NOT centered), and do not capitalize every word.
Just capitalize things like you would in a regular sentence (ﬁrst word, proper nouns, etc).
Fonts: Stick to the house fonts (Myriad Pro, Warnock Pro) unless an exception is discussed for a speciﬁc story at a design meeting.
Drop caps/Initial caps: These are good for things like Q&As. Make them two regular
lines tall, and make them a color. Also, take out the ﬁrst line indent on any paragraph
that has an initial cap.
Photos: Make them an even number of columns wide, so they don’t cut into a leg of text.
Make sure the cutline lines up with the edges of the photo.
Captions: When there is more than one photo, use (Above), (Below), (Left), (Right), etc
in front of the corresponding caption to refer to the photo. When there’s a list of people
within a caption, use “From left to right, ...” or “Person A, left, and Person B, center, are in
the Honors College. Person C, right, is a professor at Harlaxton.”
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Production system flowchart
Here is a visual breakdown of the production system found on page 12.

full staff meeting
everyone meets to brainstorm,
assign stories and photos

writers
report, write stories
sends completed stories
to copy editor

writing editor
sends group email to
recap meeting
helps coach writers
during writing process.

advisor
proofreads PDFs,
possibly making
the changes on the
InDesign ﬁles
returns corrections
or corrected pages
to layout editor for
ﬁnal PDF.
writes cover email
for each issue, sends
to Honors Center

sends photos to photo
editor

photo editor
collects, organizes,
edits, tones photos

copy editor
reads/edits stories,
assigns simple ﬁle
names and headlines
sends edited stories
to layout editor

photographers
shoot events, portraits,
etc.

layout editor
assigns stories/photos to
pages

sends edited photos
to layout editor

sends content to designers

designers
get stories, photos
from layout editor,
arrange on page

PDFs completed layouts,
sends ﬁle to advisor, possibly writing/copy editors
and Honors Center for
prooﬁng.
Makes corrections if
advisor hasn’t, PDFs ﬁnal
version, sends to Honors
Center for distribution.

send completed
pages (full InDesign
ﬁle) back to layout
editor

the Honors Center
gets cover email and ﬁnal PDF,
posts online and sends to be printed

